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Gratitude in 2020. Hope, Optimism in 2021. 
 This year 2020 was a celebratory year for Carmelray as it was our 30th 

year anniversary.  We had wanted to make it a special year but we were 
caught by the pandemic and COVID-19 which hit us in March of this 

year. It was a difficult year with the lockdown and we took time to pause and 
reflect. It was a time of introspection where we realized what mattered in life: 
our relationship with our family, our life purpose and work-life balance, and 
how we were going to be responsible citizens concerned about our 
fellowmen/kababayans in view of the pandemic.  

I would like to thank our Carmelray family for their dedication, hard-work, 
innovation, and courage to face the challenging times. We adapted and took 
the health precautions and social distancing measures as we continued with 
our work. We had to work from home on certain days, minimized face to face 
meetings, did Zoom calls, and tried to be as productive with this new normal. 
We tried to do our part and help the communities in Laguna that were affected 
and those who lost their jobs as part of our CSR.  We are thankful that our 
businesses in Carmelray continued with just a 20% slowdown and we 
recovered in the latter part of 2020. We are grateful to our people for their 
strength and resiliency. We are in this together and we will get through. Thank 
you too to our locators who stuck it out in the difficult times. 

In the coming 2021, we look forward to recovery and restoration. With hope 
and optimism , we hope things will gradually recover and get back to normal. 
The lessons of 2020 taught us the values of pagmamalasakit and tulungan 
(compassion and help), unity, strength, courage, creativity and resilience. 

This December, may I wish all our stakeholders                                         
a Merry Christmas and a peaceful season with humble    
gratitude and kindness and compassion in our hearts.     
May the Lord bless us this Christmas and lead us to a     
bright and hopeful new year in 2021. 

        Maria Rosario Yulo-Ng    
          Managing Director           
        The Carmelray Group

May the spirit of 
Christmas bring 

you and your 
family hope, 

happiness and 
love.

Wishing you all 
Blessed Christmas 

and a 
Blissful 2021! 
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30 Years of  
Building 

Communities, 
Transforming for 

the Future                        

We recently upgraded Carmelray’s 
Linkages newsletter library page in our 

website. Hope you enjoy  flipping thru the 
pages of Carmelray’s quarterly updates. 

Check out our 30th anniversary special 
edition and other past issues at: 

http://www.carmelray.com/newsletters/ 

 Linkages Editorial Team

Chito Zaldarriaga             
Jeane Camacho                      

Ver Lorenzo                      
Ramon Miguel Z. Yulo    

Angela Yulo Ng                
Peddy Palomar                     
Rickie Sarque                      
Karla Saunar                          
Ana de Lara                                         
John Galong                        
Ervin Ramilo                                 
Malin Tugade                       

Luisa Alab                         
Nicole Corpuz                  
Chiqui Martin  

Comments & Feedback: 
info@carmelray.com    

  www.carmelray.com 

More than 30 years ago, what started out as a vision and a 
dream has now been etched as solid reality. 

The Government then put a challenge to the private sector 
to do their part in nation building by providing world class industrial 
park facilities that would cater not just to local manufacturers but to 
multinational players as well.   Those start up years in the early 90’s, 
was timely for the Ramon A. Yulo Family who initially accepted the 
challenge with a bit of hesitation but were propelled by a clear vision 
and excitement about an industrialized and urbanized Canlubang of 
the future!   

By tapping the best among local talent and seasoned experts from 
around the world, the family put together a formidable team of 
executives and managers and set out to develop the first Carmelray 
Industrial Park in the heart of Canlubang.   

Eventually, the necessary ancillary components for evolving the 
community sequentially fell into place. 

As the years went by, Carmelray weathered many storms, many 
storms indeed.  But always learning precious lessons along the way 
and managing to stay afloat throughout all the challenges.  

We thank all the Carmelray employees, 
our Carmelray family for the loyal and 
valued service that has been extended 
to the Company all throughout. We also 
thank our locators, partners, government 
officials who believed and shared this 
vision to eventual fruition!  We even 
thank our competitors who kept us on 
their toes as we continuously raised the 
bar of excellence in order to achieve the world class standards that 
our various locators were seeking- and found in our parks.   

Today, as we look back, the challenge posed by the government to 
help in nation building was, in my humble opinion, met and met quite 
well.  

Thank you to the C. V. Yulo family for making all these possible. 

Finally we thank our Almighty God who has guided us through all 
those 30 years and have brought us to where we are today.   May God 
bless us all with continued success in the midst of these interesting 
times and beyond! May we all have a truly CHRIST-filled CHRISTmas!  
- F. Francisco Zaldarriaga 

Carmelray@30 Video 

http://www.carmelray.com/newsletters/
mailto:info@carmelray.com
http://www.carmelray.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFntW5fwAzU
https://youtu.be/vFntW5fwAzU
https://youtu.be/vFntW5fwAzU
mailto:info@carmelray.com
http://www.carmelray.com
http://www.carmelray.com/newsletters/
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 Carmelray’s Journey in 2020

The New Normal Lifestyle

COVID-19 Rapid testing, RT-PCR swab 
test and quadrivalent flu shots were 
conducted by All Health Diagnostic 
Clinic to Carmelray employees as a 
safety measure to protect everyone’s 
health and wellbeing.

The major ash fall clean up demonstrated the “Bayanihan” spirit in Carmelray by 
the Estate Management Group and the Locators to keep the surroundings  
breathable, clean, and safe.

Dis in fect ion e f for ts , foot -baths , 
a u t o m a t i c h a n d s a n i t i z e rs a n d 
temperature taking have been the new 
normal protocol in all our offices. 
Wearing of face masks and shields are 
strictly implemented for everybody.

Carmelray ended the year 2019 on a 
high. Corporate objectives were 
achieved as everyone were energized 
with the revival of the renewed VMV. 
The excitement to commemorate 
Carmelray’s 30th anniversary in 2020  
was planned  with a year round series 
of act ivi t ies to celebrate this 
significant milestone. Unfortunately, 
unforeseen events preceded… 

The eruption of Taal Volcano in 
January 2020 greatly affected the 
Carmelray estate that necessitated 
the urgent clearing of ash-fall. As 
such, the emergency preparedness 
program was put in p lace in 
coordination with the locators, tenants 
and residents.  

T he lockdown caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020 
has altered the lifestyle of many 
Filipinos but it was business as usual 
for Carmelray. During the Luzon-wide 
lockdown, a skeletal workforce 
continued to provide assistance and 
service utilities to the community. The 
emergence of the new normal 
p ro t o c o l wa s e s t a bl i s h e d f o r 
everyone’s safety and protection. 

A n y f o r m o f c e l e b r a t i n g 
Carmelray@30 was put on hold as we 
prioritized our social responsibility to 
the surrounding communities in 
Canlubang. 

We simply focused on the silver 
lining of the situation. 2020 presented 
the opportunity for us to value what 
matters the most as Carmelray 
remains to be grateful, hopeful and 
optimistic to pursue better means of 
serving  the community.

No company is exempt from hard times.  This year 2020 shows 

us just that.  Small and medium sized businesses severely felt 

the effects of both the Taal volcano eruption and the Covid 19 

pandemic.  Who would have thought that even the large 

imperishable companies were also not spared from the ravages 

of the pandemic. 

How we face and gain wisdom from the experience is what it is 

all about.  Crisis has a way of influencing or even changing a 

company’s DNA so that after a crisis, it may no longer be the 

same company. 

Let us look back at year 2020 and the many challenges that 

came with it.  Armed with new learnings, let us transform and 

bring our companies to the next level in 2021. 

“A jewel cannot be polished without friction.” 

       

     Jose F. Santos, Jr. 

           President, CIC
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Corporate Social Responsibility 
Highlights in 2020

Solar  Power 
Benefits

Carmelray Scholar 
at Dualtech bags 
Gold Merit Award 
& Outstanding In-
Plant Performance

L a s t A p r i l 2 0 2 0 , 
Carmelray’s EMG team 
assisted in the receiving, 
repacking and distribution 
of special relief packages 
to 818 old town Canlubang 
h o u s e h o l d m e m b e r s . 
These care packs were 
donated by the six Yulo 
families.

Our CIP1 EMG team assisted our locator, Zenith Foods (Red 
Ribbon group) last March 2020  for the distribution of 25,000 
pieces of assorted breads and pastries to the PNP Regional Office 
in Camp Vicente Lim in Laguna. This was a joint effort to extend 
care and concern for our police and front liners during the  
beginning of the pandemic.

C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s t o 
C a r m e l r a y S c h o l a r 
Fre d e r i c k S e s e w h o 
graduated with Gold 
M e r i t A w a r d a n d 
Outs tanding in -P la n t 
Performance at Dualtech 
last November 4, 2020.

     

• Lend a helping hand 

• Thank the front 

liners & emergency 

services 

• Have a food drive 

• Feed the animals 

• Visit the elderly 

• Give toys 

• Reach out 

• Raise money for a  

charity of your 

choice 

• Help the homeless 

• Volunteer

10 Ways to Give Back                      
this Christmas#carmelraycares

Frederick Sese Video

https://youtu.be/9r5fjrrCT4M
https://youtu.be/9r5fjrrCT4M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9r5fjrrCT4M
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Carmelray Industrial Park 2 Community Service

A f t e r t h e Ta a l v o l c a n o 
eruption in January 2020, the 
EMG team of Carmelray 
Industrial Park 2  readily 
participated in the clean up 
drive of Calamba, Laguna by 
deploying its firetruck to help 
clear the roads in Barangay 
Punta.

Many families from Barangay 
Punta were recipients of relief 
goods put together by the 
Management and staff of 
Carmelray Industrial Park 2. A 
mini forum was held to discuss 
and share their calamity 
experiences to be able to 
equip themselves and be 
prepared for any fu ture 
disasters.
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The Carmelray Christmas Spirit
Celebrating Gratitude in 2020, Hope and Optimism 2021

A Glimpse of our Virtual 
Christmas Celebration

Tuloy ang Pasko sa 
Carmelray 

A unique Christmas celebration via Zoom held 
in 4 office sites that began with a thanksgiving 
mass officiated by Fr. Luis Lorenzo. Pre-
recorded music and dance videos, raffle and 
games entertained everyone. It may be a 
different way of merrymaking Christmas but the 
warmth, sincerity and camaraderie is the same.

Christmas	2020	Video Makati & Utilities Groups CIP 1

https://youtu.be/cGjJX4H-7SQ
https://youtu.be/cGjJX4H-7SQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMnZmvAcNzE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JD7LJ_zzi6I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkL8VL_sW6g
https://youtu.be/RMnZmvAcNzE
https://youtu.be/JD7LJ_zzi6I
https://youtu.be/AkL8VL_sW6g
https://youtu.be/AkL8VL_sW6g
https://youtu.be/JD7LJ_zzi6I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGjJX4H-7SQ
https://youtu.be/AkL8VL_sW6g
https://youtu.be/AkL8VL_sW6g
https://youtu.be/RMnZmvAcNzE
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Pamaskong Handog ng Carmelray 2020

CIP 2 The Mills CC & CEI

UJODACIC: United Jeepney Operator Drivers Association 
Canlubang Industrial Carmelray

Our 2020 Newbies

#carmelraycares 2020 Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwH6UEG2_7I
https://youtu.be/BSvLMhYUlDE
https://youtu.be/VS7eYF1H3lU
https://youtu.be/TwH6UEG2_7I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ESWGYaHfNA
https://youtu.be/VS7eYF1H3lU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSvLMhYUlDE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VS7eYF1H3lU
https://youtu.be/TwH6UEG2_7I
https://youtu.be/_ESWGYaHfNA
https://youtu.be/BSvLMhYUlDE
https://youtu.be/_ESWGYaHfNA
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2020 Carmelray Service Awardees

Ernesto Castillo  
Nestor Grijalvo 

Rosalinda Santiago

Michael Carbonell  
Pedro Alexander Jorge Palomar 

Rickie Sarque

Weng Tejada-Agapay 
Artemio Casim 

Ana Katrina de Lara 
Christian Dela Cruz 

Jose Santos, Jr. 
Karla Therese Saunar

Carmelray 2020 Service Award Video

https://youtu.be/TJEbEyaaymY
https://youtu.be/TJEbEyaaymY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJEbEyaaymY
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Carmelray’s Online 
Sticker Application 
Successful

Innovation for Continuous Improvement
The year 2020 was challenging for many, yet, 
the Utilities Department of Carmelray Water 
took it as an opportunity to bring into effective 
action an upgrade with improved water supply 
and wastewater treatment services in 
Carmelray Industrial Park 1. In spite of the 
Luzon-wide lockdown, the team worked round-
the-clock having 12 hour work shifts to provide 
emergency assistance to the Locators. 

The Centralized Water Supply System (CWSS) 
attained a 15 percent increase in total volume 
supplied through the upgrade of one of its 
Deep Wells last April 2020, having water 
supply stability. Innovative measures were 
utilized in compliance with the environment 
and other regulatory requirements such as the 
integration of daily operation and maintenance 
in monitoring the sewer and drainage systems. 
T he team implemented programs on 
equipment restoration, acceptance of 
wastewater, sludge management and disposal.  

These innovative efforts of the Utilities group 
conforms to fulfill Carmelray’s commitment to 
provide and supply top-quality water and 
corresponding wastewater treatment services 
to the locators of Carmelray Industrial Parks I 
and II and its neighboring communities. 

DW-1 Deep Well Upgrade

CWTF: Cell No. 1 and Cell No. 2

The COVID-19 pandemic presented an 
opportunity to accelerate our digital 
transformation with the success of our online 
vehicle sticker application last September. 
Applicants had to go online to fill up google 
forms. Simple instructions were implemented  
even with the use of the QR code that 
generated inquiries that facilitated the process 
to completion in no time.
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For Membership & Banquet Events 
Inquiry, please contact: 

(049) 502-8000 & (049) 559-3113 
0945-2682938 & 0930-3651724 

ask@themillscountryclub.com.ph  

Unity Avenue, Carmeltown 
Canlubang, Calamba, Laguna 

mailto:ask@themillscountryclub.com.ph
mailto:ask@themillscountryclub.com.ph
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What is the Best Thing that 
happened to you in 2020?

Well, by God’s grace, there were a 
lot of best things that happened to me 
this 2020, and please allow me to 
mention three. Aside from being with 
Carmelray until to this day… 
First of all, I thank God for my eldest 
son Neil Ross Santiago who 
graduated Cum Laude in Manila 
Bible Seminary. Not only because he 
graduated with honors, but because 
it was also our dream to have one of 
our sons be a minister of the Word of 
God.    
Secondly, Nicoy or (Nicolas Ryan 
Santiago) my younger son, is, I would 
say, at his best performance in 
school, because when Nicoy entered 
college, to take up Engineering in 
Malayan Colleges, we knew it will be 
quite difficult and expensive, even 
though he applied for scholarship 
under the governor’s sponsorship 
that got approved. While enjoying 
the governor’s scholarship, he also 
tried to be a dean’s lister of course by 
studying well, to get a 50% 
scholarship. But when his grades 
came, he got high grades that not 
only was he able to qualify for the 
dean’s listers scholarship, but was 
able to qualify to president’s lister for 
full scholarship, a 100% free tuition 
fee. Praise God!  
Thirdly, we know very well that this 
pandemic brought a lot of difficulties 
on us, in our lives. For me it’s the best 
thing that no one got sick in the 
family up to this day, and hopefully 
we’ll never get this virus or whatever 
sickness we can get.  

  
- Rose Santiago, CIP I

Year 2020 tested our faith and patience. We lose, and gain...    
It was also the year that gave me opportunity to see and experience things differently      

especially when I joined Carmelray Utilities Group. 
Family time was best this year. 

- Maita Roxas, CIP I Utilities

The silver lining this year of 2020 is being afforded 
the gift of time. It is a realization how our time is 
important with our families and friends. 

We learn to appreciate Facebook Live for church 
service, Zoom for work related meetings, FaceTime 
to see the beautiful faces of family and friends that 
we love and miss. 

Lastly, our team learned to look after each other at 
work, just to make sure that we are all safe and 
healthy.  

- Chiqui Martin, The Mills Country Club

While this year seems especially tough and 
challenging, there are still silver linings and one 
thing we can try to do is to see the good.  Here are 
some of the BEST things that happened to me and 
my family this 2020: 
  
·         I still have a good job to keep 
·         More time with my family 
·         More conscious to health 
·         Share more blessings to others 
·         Become more appreciative to small things 
  
And most of all more time to talk and be thankful to 
GOD through prayers, that despite this pandemic 
happening all over the world, me and my family are 
not infected by the COVID-19.  We will continue to 
live each day believing that GOD will make a way 
for us to win this battle. 

- Emily Benavidez, CIP I
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The best thing that happened to me in 2020 
is that me and my loved ones are in the best 
of health despite this pandemic that we are 
facing through. 
Also, I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank Carmelray for the love and support 
that they gave to the employees during the 
lockdown period. 
I am very proud that I am in the best 
Company. God bless and more power!!! 

- Lea Villanueva, CIP II

What are the important 
lessons learned in 2020?

Take care of the environment. 
Plant trees, and more trees. 

-Grace Ramos, Executive Office

• Let go of what you can’t control 
• Go with the flow 
• Be grateful for what you have 
• Enjoy the little things 
• Take a breather when 

overwhelmed 
• Learn to enjoy being alone 
• Check on friends and loved one 

often 
• Always be kind 
• Don’t take your health for granted 
• The earth needs to heal 
• Slowing down is beneficial to 

mental health 
• Happiness does not come from 

things as much as experiences 
• There are creative solutions to 

every problem 
• Your life is a reflection of your 

mindset 
• Focus on what brings you joy 
• Give more than you take 

- Luisa Alab, CIC Business Development

Carmelray Opinion Poll Results
We conducted an informal poll to 

some Carmelray Employees to 
share their insights about              

our current situation.  
It is good to be reminded of our 
gratitude as we end 2020 and 

recognize the lessons we learned 
in order for us to hope and be 

optimistic to the wonderful 
blessings that 2021 will bring.

2020 made me realize that one serious 
challenge could happen not once or even 
twice in our lifetime, it was when Mt Taal 

struck Laguna, Batangas and Cavite in 
January, COVID-19 shook the world by 

February and several typhoons 
devastated Luzon in October & 

November. These things has proven and 
reminded us to be as prepared & tough as 
possible physically, mentally, emotionally 

 and even financially. 

- Mark Lester Maranan, CIP I Utilities
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What do you look forward to in 2021?

A Stronger and Better Carmelray.  

Despite the hardships brought by the Pandemic 
and Calamities, we are still unified  and able to 
adapt to the changes. 

More Projects / Events that would benefit 
Carmelray at the same time help the communities 
nearby which has always been the company's 
practice. 

Exciting Carmelray Innovations.  

-Nicole Corpuz, CIC Marketing 

In 2021, I envision to helping the 
organization achieve its mission to 

provide vital services on estate 
management and be the world-
class property developer in the 

Philippines. 

- Wella Eusebio, CIP2 

What I am really looking forward to in 
2021 is a COVID 19 vaccine for 
everyone and a COVID 19 free world. It 
would be awesome for everyone if we 
can freely give handshakes , hugs and 
kisses again. I hope and pray that 
things will be better in 2021 for all of us 
and for CARMELRAY. Let us keep our 
faith and trust in God’s plan for all of us.  

- Edna Reyes, Finance, Makati 

With	all	the	series	of	unfortunate	events		in	2020,	things	have	been	undoubtedly	tough	for	many	of	
us.	Just	like	any	other	organization	or	group,	our	new,	young	and	dynamic	group	also	struggled	but	
we	were	able	to	adapt	and	thrive.	As	we	laid	out	our	plans	and	programs	for	the	succeeding	years,	

aligned	to	the	new	normal,	come	2021,	will	be	the	Utilities	Groups’	breakout	year.	

-	Kiel	Eduard	A.	Ella,	CIP	I	Utilities

May 20201 be a year of a life with deeper faith in God, 
regardless of the challenges it may offer and face by 
every one of us. Peace within one’s self, and better 
health and safety for all. May it be full of new 
opportunities for personal and professional growth. In 
spite of all these 2020 trials, we all have to look 
forward wit heads up to 2021! 
Merry Christmas and Cheers to a New Year! 

- Mila Reyes, Executive Office, Makati

When you combine the emotion of hope with the choice to be optimistic, 
you are propelling your future to be greater than your past.  

With hope and optimism, you can expect great things to happen!
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Meet our 2020 Carmelray Scholars

Frederick D. Sese  
Electromechanics Technology 

Dualtech Training Center 
Gold Merit Awardee 2020

Rayvin James D. Dawit  
Electromechanics Technology 

Dualtech Training Center

Jayvee Gutierrez  
Electromechanics Technology 

Dualtech Training Center

Renato D. Reynon 
Electromechanics Technology 

Dualtech Training Center

Aldrin M. Velarde 
BSBA 3 

San Sebastian College Recoletos 
(son of Carmelray Security Guard)

Dondon R. Orense 
BSBA 3 

San Sebastian College Recoletos 
Member, Carmelray Security

Djon Darrell P. Piano 
BSBA 1 

San Sebastian College Recoletos 
Member of Stronglink assigned to Carmelray

Nelson R. Salazar, Jr. 
BSIT 3 

San Sebastian College Recoletos

Cristina F. Lacbayin 
BSBA 2 

San Sebastian College Recoletos
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Choices at the  Junction at Carmeltown
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Coming Soon at        
The Junction FOC	Fruits	&	Vegetables	

Located	at	The	Junction	Patio	

The RFID installation will be in 
partnership with Easytrip, this 

coming January 13, 2021. 

Carmelray in partnership with Autosweep, held 
the Auto sweep RFID installation last Oct 27, 
2020. To ensure the safety of everyone, protocols 
were strictly implemented during the said 
activity.  

The annual appliance bodega sale, in partnership 
with BX Appliance Heroes was held at the Junction 
Strip Mall last November 18 to 20. The even was a 
well attended and safety protocols were observed. 
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Christmas 2020 will be different, but you 
can still make it meaningful…
Christmas is the biggest holiday for Filipinos, a season of family reunions, parties and out of town 
travels. But things will be different this year. While everything is far from normal at this time, that 
doesn’t mean that this Christmas can’t be festive and meaningful. After all, the holidays are not 
about material gifts. Your presence, time and care are more than enough to make this season feel 
bright and cheerful. Here are some ways to create new memories with your loved ones this holiday 
season.

Despite many challenges we faced in 2020, a 
lesson learned from this extraordinary Christmas 
is that the holidays are not about gifts or parties: it’s 
about our presence. Let’s give the gift of time and 
attention to our family, friends and loved ones. So 
turn on some holiday tunes, get on a Zoom call and 
just let yourself enjoy the Christmas feels. 
Ultimately, being able to spend the holidays with 
family safely at home is the biggest blessing of all.  

❤

“Tuloy na Tuloy pa rin 
and Pasko!”

Online Simbang Gabi 
Zoom Christmas Parties 
e-Caroling 
Door-to-Door Gift Delivery 
e-Guinaldo QR Codes 
Virtual Christmas Displays

Fun Ways to Celebrate                 
Pinoy Christmas  
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